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Abstract: Social media enable one person to communicate with thousands of other people [1]. The emergence of social media changes the cultural practice of games. Today, social media plays an increasingly important role in mobile games, and affects the communication between mobile gamers. This paper argues that social media has become a new method to disseminate mobile games, which can affect mobile gamers’ communication, and improve players’ participation and connection in the game. Firstly, this paper explains the definition of social media, and there is an overview introduction of how social media become a new method to disseminate mobile games, explores how social media influence game players’ participation and communication from perspectives of social networking, game live streaming, and social advertising, and finally illustrates the concept of social ties and why social media can affect game players’ participation and communication.

1. Introduction

Social media can be generally regarded as “Internet-based applications that carry user-generated content” [2]. By utilizing social media platforms, users can create content, share content, communicate with others, gain various information in the digital space. Social media plays an increasingly important role in social networking and content sharing [3]. Mobile games are supported by mobile devices and utilize mobile features such as portability (mobility), accessibility (generality), and convenience (simplicity) [4]. With the popularization of mobile devices, mobile games develop fast in recent years and more players are involved in mobile games. Nowadays, social media plays in increasing important role in disseminating mobile games. How does social media influence the spread of mobile games? This is a question that needs to be discussed from the characteristics of games.

An interesting phenomenon is that at the beginning of games, sociability was born with games. In the past, people tend to play traditional card games with their friends, and they are more likely to play these games with others than to play alone. With the advent of the internet, people start to play computer games, but they are not satisfied with only interact with machines. The development of social media coupled with mobile games has roused players’ interests. In addition, there are many connections between mobile games and social media. Both of them are the products of the internet era. Social media also influence the cultural practice of mobile games. For example, the
combination of social media and mobile games form a new genre of mobile games, which is called social network game. Social network game is a social game based on the online social network [5]. It is mentioned that these games involved with social connections “have multiplied like wildfire on social networking sites” [6]. Users can play these games with their friends on social networking, or they can also invite their friends to the game. The concept of social network game is evolved with the development of social network and mobile games, but these games have some common characteristics. A Social Network Game “is a video game satisfying the criteria of asynchronous play, casual multiplayer, co-opetition, and beneficial social media interaction” [7]. For example, Farmville is one the most popular social network games with more than 80 million users on the social networking site Facebook [8].

Social media has many forms, live streaming is also a genre of social media where users can create content and communicate with others. Video streaming was previously at the fringes of social media, but game live streaming began growing in popularity since 2009 [9]. Players can watch game video, game live and communicate with others in the game live platform. In the past, players who have same interests can be gathered in a forum, but game live streaming is an active medium that provides gamers with a new form of communication. For example, Twitch is a live video streaming platform where gamers can broadcast their gameplay [10]. In addition, Twitch provides a platform for gamers to communicate, which foster a participatory community for mobile gamers.

Social media play an increasingly important role in the dissemination of mobile games, which affect players’ participation and communication. Examples of Facebook and Farmville, Tencent and King of glory, Twitch can help to illustrate how social media improve mobile gamers’ participation and increase their communication.

2. Social Media Provide Social Interaction for Players

Farmville is a “real-time market-based in which players have the task to manage a virtual farm by planting” [11]. In fact, the game model is simple and friendly for new beginners. It runs based on Facebook and Facebook users can play the game with real friends. The game model is simple, Facebook users have a virtual farm that can grow and harvest crops, trees and animals and users can visit other users' farms [12].

When mobile games combine with social media, more users are motivated to participate in the game and their communication is strengthened in the process. Entertainment, competition, challenge, social interaction and social contact are general motivations that can encourage people to play mobile games [13]. According to this, it is plausible to conjecture that people tend to play games because they are motivated by these factors. As a social networking platform, Facebook provides a digital space for users to share information, create content, communicate with friends. Facebook is a main social platform that facilitates social interaction and conversation, and it is becoming a venue for game players because of its collaborative and social characteristics [14]. Facebook can provide social interaction for players in Farmville and social interaction is one of the most important motivations that encourage people to participate in the mobile game.

Facebook provides an explicit method to recruit more players: friends receive updates of the user’s activity in the game and they will be introduced to the game[15]. Players can invite their friends to the game, and they can compete with their friends in the game, and they can be motivated to engage in the Farmville because they can compete with their friends. For example, they can decorate their farms and compare with others’ farm. By competing with others, players will gain a sense of fulfillment.

Self-presentation is an important reason why people like playing social networking games [16]. In some traditional video games, players can’t present themselves to their social friends, but
Farmville is a game providing a platform where players can present themselves to their social friends. Farmville allows players to create their new identifies in a virtual world and manage their impression in the platform, in addition, these new identities and impression can be presented to their friends in real life. Players can help their friends fertilize, which will leave a good impression on their friends. In addition, lots of activities in the game can strengthen the communication between players, like visiting friends’ farm, sending gifts to their friends. These interactive activities can increase communication, strengthen their personal communication both in the virtual and real world. In the meanwhile, these interactive activities can cultivate social contact and meet players’ requirements of contacting with their social friends.

Social networking can also influence other genres of mobile games, like MOBA game. Multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) games have become one of the most popular game genres, which has attracted millions of players in recent years [17]. Why are so many players engaged in MOBA? The social factor is one of the most important reasons for its popularity [18]. Social media can motivate players to participate in the game and improve their personal communication. Take Tencent’s King of glory as an example, players of the King of glory can log in the game by using WeChat, then invite their friends to their team and compete with others. Players’ social friends in social networking will be introduced into the mobile game. The relationship between WeChat and King of glory seems like Facebook and Farmville. More game players will be motivated to participate in the game and play it with their social friends. What’s more, social networking is a platform that can advertise and market the game, which is becoming a new method of spreading mobile games.

To sum up, people will participate in a game because of motivations, including social interaction, social contact, competition, self-presentation. Mobile games, combined with social networking can evoke players’ motivation to participate in the game. Social networking provides a platform for mobile game players to interact and socialize with their friends, compete and corporate with social friends, and present themselves in the front of others. Players’ participation in the game can be improved because of these motivations. In addition, through interactive activities in the game, the communication between players is becoming more frequent and people are not playing alone in the mobile game.

3. Social Media Create Virtual Communities for Players

Live streaming has emerging as a growing genre of participatory social media [19]. In recent years, game live streaming is gaining popularity among game players and the platforms of game live have proliferated. The case study of Twitch can explore how game live streaming affect players’ participation and communication in mobile games. As one of the most popular game live platforms, Twitch allows users to share game videos, create content, and broadcast their game videos to public audiences [20]. Twitch is a bridge between viewers and gamers, providing a platform for them to interact with each other.

One of the obvious characteristics of Twitch is building a community for players. Players may have initial interests in the mobile game, and such a game community can be regarded as external stimuli that encourage players to be more engaged in the game. In addition, viewers who have similar interests will be gathered in the platform, and communicate with each other. Many game streams, like Twitch, are fostering participatory communities and these open communities will encourage viewers to participate in mobile games[21]. According to this, players who enter Twitch will form their community, and community culture is important for game players. Before entering such a community, players may not have a sense of affiliation, but they can find their organization, or community through game live streaming. Additionally, they can present themselves in the
community. With these factors, the participatory community can improve players participation in mobile games.

Another reason why Twitch can improve players’ participation and communication in mobile games is about sociability. According to the research on Twitch users, it is found that tension release, social integrative are two distinct motivations why people like watching game videos in Twitch[22]. When viewers are watching videos on the platform, they can be attracted in various games, and they can also interact with streamers or other players. Their initial interests in mobile games can be cultivated by watching game videos, and they can also form their own game communities. Viewers may be unfamiliar with each other at the beginning, but they will get to know others via the social community created by Twitch. Their connection and communication will be enhanced by such a platform, which will encourage players to participate in the mobile game.

“games are inherently active medium, without interaction a game is benign”[23]. According to this, interaction is quite important for mobile games. Game players can comment, share content or broadcast their game lives and present themselves in the platform. They can interact with others in game live streaming. Interaction can be one of the most important reasons why the game live streaming can be a new method of propagating mobile games and influence players’ participation and communication.

Social media, like gave live streaming can create a virtual community for players. People who like playing mobile games will be gathered in the community. They will find a space they can communicate, share, chat and play together. Their interaction and communication will be developed when they enter such a community and they will be encouraged to participate in the game. Without these game communities, it is difficult for people to find a method to interact with other players, and they may lose interests in the game, therefore their participation in the game will be reduced. Players’ relationship and participation in the game can be developed in the game community.

4. Game Advertising on Social Media

Mobile game is a virtual world where players have power to make friends, real-time interact with others, present themselves, accomplish mission with others, and the most important function of mobile games is “Internet communication functions”[24]. Players would like to play games with their friends, so that’s why social network games can be so popular in the world. However, without the supporting of social media, players are unable to present themselves and they cannot interact with their social friends, thus the game community cannot be formed. Social media, like social networking and game live streaming, can improve players’ enthusiasm in game play. In fact, social media redefine the traditional way of game play, and create a new interaction method for players. Therefore, their participation in the game will be improved. Social media also can be a platform where players can communicate with others. The analysis of social networking and game live streaming can illustrate how social media influence game players’ participation and communication in mobile games.

Advertising in social media can be another way that diffuses mobile games. Social media provide unique platforms for game advertisers. Marketers and advertisers will locate their brands in social media [25]. Interactive advertising on social media can help to promote the game and attract more players. For example, game advertisements on Facebook or Twitter will be recommended to related users, which can be called precision marketing. Another example is that attractive and vivid advertisement can be shown in YouTube videos to draw users’ attention. Digital advertising methods emerge with the development of social media, which will appeal to players and drive them to engage in the mobile game. Advertising in social media can also improve players’ communication. When users post their game screenshots of new levels they achieved on social
media, users with similar interests can communicate. The consumer-to-consumer influence in social media may impact users’ attitudes and behaviors [26]. Game advertising can be another method that affects game play, and more players can be influenced by game advertising in social media.

5. Weak Ties and Strong Ties

Relationship in social media can be characterized as two types: strong ties and weak ties, strong ties are those who “you really trust, people whose social circles tightly overlap with your own”, while weak ties refer to “merely acquaintances” [27]. Strong ties and weak ties are two opposite concepts that can be presented in various social media platforms. The relationship or connection between players in mobile games maybe not as strong as their relationship in social networking. In mobile gameplay, all of activities can be done anonymously.

It is undeniable that the relationship in real world and virtual world is different. When people start to play mobile games with their friends in social networking, the strong ties in social networking can be transferred into mobile games. Their social interaction can be improved when playing mobile games and more players will be motivated to participate the games. In the same way, with game live streaming, players can create virtual communities, their social ties can be strengthened since their social interaction in the virtual organization. Community can increase social conformity, which will influence players’ behavior and impact how a consumer engages in online communities [28]. According to this, the game community can increase social conformity of players, and impact their participation in the game. In addition, when the ties and social conformity between players are becoming strong, their communication will also be promoted.

6. Conclusion

Social media has changed the cultural practice of mobile games, including the way of transmitting mobile games, the relationship between game players, and the method of playing games. From players’ participation and communication perspective, social media can encourage players to participate in the mobile games and it creates strong social ties for game players. Social media can meet game players’ requirements of presenting themselves in the front of social friends and interacting with them. Social media can be regarded as a unique platform that has profound influence on players’ engagement. In addition, visual communities can be created in the process to improve players’ communication. Social media also create new game advertising methods to attract more players and inspire them to engage in the game. Because of these characteristics, social media will have a profound influence in mobile games and game players.
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